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GREEN MOUNT COURT
Address

110 Maltravers Road, Eaglemont

Significance

Local

Construction Date

1960-61

Period

Late 20th century

Date Inspected

January 2021

Statement of Significance
What is Significant?
Green Mount Court at 110 Maltravers Road, Eaglemont is significant. It was constructed between 1960 and 1961 to a design by
the architectural partnership of husband-and-wife John and Helen Holgar.
The significant elements are its stepped and cuboid form, flat roof, boxed eaves, undercroft, pilotis, two ‘atriums’, internal
gangways, buff/cream brick walls in stretcher bond with raked joints, ‘cut out’ balconies and their metal railings, remaining timberframed casement windows, glazed spandrel panels, concrete breezeblocks to the front and rear screens, and red/white colour
scheme.
Later additions are not significant.

How is it Significant?
Green Mount Court is of historical and aesthetic significance to the City of Banyule.

Why is it Significant?
Green Mount Court is of historical significance as an early example of the private work of the later noteworthy Polish émigré
modernist architects John and Helen Holgar. They completed it before adopting the moniker, ‘Holgar & Holgar’, and relative to
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their later luxurious and elaborate residential work, Green Mount Court presents as more restrained. Yet viewed within its early
1960s context, Green Mount Court is distinguished from the mainstream of walk-up flats, many of which were constructed
speculatively. The well-resolved nature of its design signal the growing sophistication and desirability of flat-living at the time and
the Holgars’ recognition of widespread interest in buildings that communicated a degree of glamour and visual novelty. It is one
of only two places known to have been designed by the Holgars in the municipality. (Criterion A)
Green Mount Court is of aesthetic significance as a large-scale flat block expressive of the International Style. Its modular,
cuboid and stepped form compose a striking built image, underset by a geometric rigour that imparts a horizontal emphasis while
breaking from the then entrenched box-like character of rationalist modernism. Further modulating the distinctive form is the
deep pilotis-supported undercroft and 'cut out' balconies, each situated to the corners of the four quadrants that make up the two
units. 'Featurist' concrete breezeblock screens at the ground level and a bright colour scheme (originally green, but changed at
an early date to red), set against the light but robust brickwork, add a liveliness into Green Mount Court, indicative of the Holgars'
design proclivities and popular tastes. The overall effect, uncommon at the scale of flats in Banyule, is that of embellished
modernism. (Criterion E)

Description
Green Mount Court is a freestanding block of 'walk-up' flats located at the centre of its rectangular allotment, providing for a
similarly sized front and rear garden. A concrete driveway runs the property's western boundary. It is mirrored by a narrow right
of way (separating the subject place from no 114). The front garden incorporates lawn, small garden beds, three trees (including
a mature oak) and a concrete path with a metal handrail. The rear yard is terraced and lightly landscaped with some established
trees and three Hills Rotary Hoists (rotating clotheslines).
The building is sizeable and characterised by a cuboid volume and modular composition. The latter is comprised of two broad
units (eight flats each) containing four interlinked quadrants. At the centre of each unit is a central elongated open-air ‘atrium’.
The apartment's eastern wing is two storeys, while the western is three storeys with undercroft parking comprising the ground
floor. Such an arrangement produces a stepped form, which is evident to all elevations. This design aspect not only responds to
the site’s gentle north-south slope but also modulates the box-like massing that had become a relatively codified aspect of
postwar modernism. A ground-floor walkway divides the building in the manner of a central circulation axis and also separates
the car parking spaces from the internal courtyards. There is a small communal laundry room at the rear of the block.

Green Mount Court from Maltravers Road

The flats have a flat roof, which retains its original steel decking cladding to the rear half. The front part was replaced with similar
in the recent past due to storm damage.1 Boxed eaves are evident to the exterior of the building. Above the ‘atriums’, the eaves
step out over the gangways, providing cover.
1

2

Steven Barlow, per correspondence, January 2021
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Green Mount Court is of reinforced concrete frame construction with walls clad in buff/cream brick in stretcher bond with raked
joints. The eastern wing's plinth, at least to the Maltravers Road, features a 'stepped' pattern of projecting individual stretcher
bricks. The employment of warm coloured brick in modernist projects at the time was common as it satisfied the popular
preference for masonry construction and allowed for better contextual integration, particularly in residential settings.

(Above) Internal central walkway from street

(Left) ‘Stepped’ projecting brick pattern, eastern plinth

The concrete slab floor and fascia are picked out with red paint (see below), which emphasises the design’s horizontal character
and the planar shifts of the quadrants as they ‘step up’ the site.
Two parallel rows of pilotis (34 in total) raise the western wing above the ground, creating the undercroft. Its ceiling is cross
ribbed and painted white. The undercroft's floor is surfaced in variously sized precast concrete panels. Some of the strips are
painted red – a lively embellishment that also delineate car parking spaces. These intervening red-painted strips carry across the
driveway and walkway (including an additional interceding band). They also appear to the front garden path. In some cases, the
paint has faded or vanished.

Western elevation
from the right of way
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The place’s original colouration is not known. However, the existing combination of red paint to chiefly concrete elements –
pilotis, exposed face of floors and strips, balcony decks, treads/risers to internal stairs – and white paint to other components
(ceiling, the underside of internal gangways/staircase, metal railings, timber framing) is likely at least an early scheme and is now
well-established. Such bright hues are in general sympathy with the contemporary colour palette (strong primary colours, allowed
by the popularisation of plastic paint at the time).
Unpainted concrete breezeblocks are utilised throughout Green Mount Court as decorative devices. Notably, in a geometric and
contorted pattern set within a tall and curved concrete-brick frame set above a smooth rendered plinth at the front of the
undercroft. This element is repeated nearby against the walkway's internal face (eastern side), where metal letterboxes are
incorporated (original). Two other breezeblock screens are evident to the rear of the undercroft (the rearmost has been partly
rebuilt). Playfully, service clusters for each of the units – located on the west side of the walkway – have been ‘hidden’ within
cylindrical units formed of breezeblocks.

Front entry, from street

Such elements can be described as examples of ‘featurism’; a term used derisively by noted architect and commentator Robin
Boyd in his famous publication, The Australian Ugliness (1960). A precocious modernist, Boyd lamented the application of
detail/kitsch for no reason other than to draw attention. Yet, in this case, the employment of breezeblocks is purposeful, acting as
a screening device for parked cars and elaborate accommodation for the mail. Their use also reveals an emergent trend for
integrating a more pronounced degree of decoration within modern architecture from the late 1950s, generally, on the grounds of
providing a feature element that could catch the eye of a passing motorist and to furnish a point of difference within a design.
This popular interest in ornament was a growing mood that John and Helen Holgar, the architects of Green Mount Court,
recognised throughout their career.

Close-up of breezeblock screen with letterboxes.
4
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There are raised metal letters fixed to the front face of the first-storey concrete floor, above the walkway, spelling 'Green Mount
Court' and giving the property's number ('110').

Each car parking space includes a built-in foldable timber ‘toolbox’
attached to a nearby piloti or breezeblock cylinder, which is supported
by a metal rod
Each flat has access to a personal ‘cut out’ balcony (cantilevered to the upper floor) that punctures the corner of each quadrant,
articulating the elevations, particularly to the front and rear. The balconies include straight metal railings and either single or
double timber-framed glass doors as well as configurations of casement windows and fixed glazing. Decks were initially
concrete, but some have been tiled. Balconies for the front and rear flats are situated at the corners. For the remainder, they are
grouped at the mid-section of the building.

Rear elevation and western elevation, viewed from right of way
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The front and rear flats each have timber-framed casement ‘window walls’. These also include a transom window and coloured
glazed spandrel panels to the lowest band. Based on physical evidence (lower spandrel, south elevation/eastern wing), it
appears that initially, the spandrel glazing was a light emerald green colour; however, at some early point and for reasons
unknown, all panels were overpainted in the red shade used elsewhere at the place.

‘Window walls’, rear elevation

Southern atrium

The rest of the elevations display a regimented fenestration with slightly recessed openings with square dimensions in
corresponding rows. Initially, these accommodated double timber-framed casements. Awning windows have replaced several. All
have battered brick sills, which also appear to the lower windows walls of the eastern wing.
The two skylit ‘atriums’ encompass suspended concrete stairs that link to cantilevered gangways, both with metal railings.
Glazing to these circulatory routes and semi-private spaces is more limited.
Green Mount Court reflects the assured European-derived familiarity of John and Helen Holgar with the tenets of a cohesive
international modernism and likely greater familiarity with flat living and design. Through its clarity of form and volumetric
expression, flat roofline and lifestyle-enhancing functionalism, the flat block demonstrates some of the hallmarks of the
International Style. As noted, though, the place avoids a formulaic rendition of this design mode, which had become relatively
well-established in Melbourne from the late 1950s, through subtle modulation and the integration of some ornamental flourishes.
Such a willingness to depart from the strict reductive logic of the International Style is illustrative of the spirited and splintering
nature of the modern movement in the period (‘multiple modernisms’).2 Such a 'new spirit of abundance in architecture' – a new
interest in engaging with 'modern' adornment – is well exampled by Green Mount Court, a testament to the cognisance of its
designers of wider architectural discourse and maturing personal interest in creating memorable, even glamorous, built images.3
Over the ensuing decades, such an approach became the Holgars' calling card as they mined contemporary fashion and
commerce for references and inspiration.
2
3
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Harry Margalit, Australia: modern architectures in history, Rektion Books, 2019, chapter 5
Robin Boyd, The Puzzle of Architecture, Melbourne University Press, 1965, p69
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History
Context
(NB – for much of its post-contact history, Green Mount Court was associated with the suburb of Ivanhoe.)

The City of Banyule covers the unceded Country of the Wurundjeri-willam people, who have inhabited and managed its
landscape for thousands of generations and maintain an ongoing cultural connection. 4 The lightly wooded grasslands of what
became known as ‘Ivanhoe’ were quickly targeted for sheep runs and by timber-cutters from the ‘illegal squatter camp’
downstream of the Birrarung/Yarra at Melbourne (est. 1835).5 However, as part of the ‘Heidelberg’ district in the Parish of
Keelbundora, this area passed rapidly into private hands via an auction in Sydney Town in 1838.6
Over the following decade, a patchwork of ‘prestige’ estates emerged, along with a surveyed township – Warringal (possibly
‘eagle’s nest’), later ‘Heidelberg’ – on the river's west bank.7 Productive river flats, and the demands of the gold diggings further
afield, encouraged market gardening, orchards and (gradually, due to soil exhaustion and flooding) dairying; activities mostly
undertaken by tenant farmers.8 This perceived rural idyll enticed plein air artists to the district during the 1880s, fixing the
'Heidelberg School' within Australia's artistic consciousness.9
Ivanhoe – its name stemming from Archibald Thom’s ‘Ivanhoe Estate’ – remained a sparsely populated agricultural area until
Melbourne’s ‘Land Boom’ in the late 1880s.10 ‘Picturesque’ terrain, varied outlooks and the high repute of the broader district
drew affluent newcomers. By the turn of the century, ‘Beautiful Ivanhoe’ was routinely portrayed as a ‘fashionable’, ‘exclusive
locality’ of ‘model homes’.11 An improved railway connection to Melbourne in 1901 supported further middle-class growth,
instigating ‘four decades of slow and relatively affluent suburban sprawl’ in the vicinity of Ivanhoe, Eaglemont, and Heidelberg
train stations.12
During the interwar years, suburban Ivanhoe solidified, although its southern and eastern reaches remained primarily locked up
by the expansive ‘Hartlands’, ‘Charterisville’, and ‘Chelsworth’ estates.13 To navigate the complexities that accompanied the
subdivision of these areas (sloping land, curving streets, views) in the postwar period and galvanised by the swelling influence of
modernism, many of the new, generally affluent proprietors sought the services of an architect. 14 By the early 1960s, distinct
enclaves of upmarket, modernist design culture were apparent in the southern reaches of Ivanhoe and Ivanhoe East, with the
aesthetic and lifestyle reverberations of the modern movement also shaping infill development in the more established environs
of the locale.

View near Heidelberg in Victoria, pen and ink drawing, circa
1858
(Source: Eugene von Guérard, National Gallery of Victoria)
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Context, Banyule Thematic Environmental History, October 2018, pp15-20, available online
James Boyce, 1835: The Founding of Melbourne & The Conquest of Australia, Black Inc., 2011, pxi
Keelbundora stems from a European rendering of Kulbundora – the name of the eldest son of the important Wurundjeri
ngurungaeta (essentially ‘head man’) Billibellary. (‘Suburban Native Names’, Argus 28 April 1906, p5). One of the earliest
manifestations of local governance in the Port Phillip District (1840), the fluctuating borders of municipal Heidelberg mirrored its
growth, as it was reformatted into a Road District (1860), Shire (1871) and then City (1934). It was amalgamated as the City of
Banyule in 1994.
Donald S Garden, Heidelberg: The Land and Its People 1838-1900, Melbourne University Press, 1972, p13
Robert P Whitworth, Bailliere’s Victorian Gazetteer, F F Bailliere, 1879, pp237
Context, Banyule Thematic Environmental History, sections 2.3.1, 2.3.2, 2.3.5, and 2.3.10
Thom’s estate designation was inspired by a novel of the same name by Sir Walter Scott (1819).
Ivanhoe & Alphington Progress Society, Beautiful Ivanhoe: the suburb of model homes and scenic charm, Model Studio, 1900, SLV
Ivanhoe Station opened in 1888; however, inefficiencies in the Heidelberg-Melbourne railway line initially bedevilled growth.
Ivanhoe grew from roughly 2,000 residents in 1913 to nearly 8,000 by 1933 (Victorian Year Books, Australian Bureau of Statistics).
Don Garden, ‘Ivanhoe’, eMelbourne, School of Historical & Philosophical Studies, The University of Melbourne, July 2008
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Site-specific
The subject land derives from Portion 1 (510 hectares) of the Parish of Keelbundora, purchased (along with portions 2 and 3) by
Thomas Walker in 1838. A Sydney-based Scottish banker and ‘philanthrope’ with an eye for marketable land across the colony,
Walker’s intention in the Port Philip District was speculative from the start. He commenced subdividing his acquisitions as early
as mid-1839, amassing enormous profit.15
Soon after, the well-heeled Captain George Brunswick Smyth acquired a roughly 215-hectares holding – a combination of
portions 1 and 2 – from Walker, which he christened the ‘Chelsworth Estate’. His respectable 1860s homestead, overlooking
Birrarung/Yarra, is now utilised as the Ivanhoe Golf course clubhouse (HO185). In 1840, Smyth sold on his holding north of
Lower Heidelberg Road, including the subject land, to Horatio N Carrington, a Manxman, who developed it as a farm.
Carrington’s mounting debts saw the property revert back to Smyth in 1843. By the late 1870s, it appears that tenant farmers
were at work across most of the Chelsworth Estate.16
In 1901, a large tract of Portion 1 was subdivided and put on the market as the ‘Chelsworth Estate: Heights of Ivanhoe’.17
Advertisements, transactions and development continued well into the Interwar period, by which time freestanding, single-family
dwellings characterised most lots. The subject allotment (Lot 3, Section 7) diverged from this general trend. It was purchased in
1922 by Michael Brophy, a North Carlton-based clerk, and transferred by Veronica E M Taylor (née Donovan) several years
later. She held onto the vacant property until her death. After which it was brought by ‘H.G.R. Development Co Proprietary
Limited’ in October 1960.18

MMBW 2583, Heidelberg, dated 1935
Subject site, shaded red, is depicted as vacant
(Source: SLV)

H G R Development Co was likely behind the decision to construct a block of flats at the site, for which they engaged the
relatively new architectural practice of John and Helen Holgar. At the time, the Holgars, were residents at a nearby weatherboard
bungalow (22 Ormond Road) and were not yet practising under their later well-known moniker 'Holgar & Holgar'.19 It appears
15
16
17
18
19

8

W Joy, ‘Walker, Thomas (1804-1886)’, Australian Dictionary of Biography, National Centre of Biography, Australian National
University, 1967, available online
Garden, Heidelberg: The Land and Its People 1838-1900, pp27-28, 41, 92
‘Subdivisional Land Sale at Ivanhoe’, Mercury and Weekly Courier, 27 September 1901, p3; and Landata, Plan of Subdivision of
Part of Crown Portion 1 Keelbundora, LP4284, lodged 7 March 1902
Certificate of Title, vol 4620, folio 729
Sands & McDougall's Directory of Victoria, 1960, p493
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that, for at least this project, they may have operated under the designation 'H & H Developments'. While no other details of this
entity have come to light, it was not unusual for architects to form or belong to companies or consortiums that planned for and
oversaw construction or the like in the 1960s.20
The construction of the subject flats – advertised initially as ‘Greenmount Court’ and listed as 96 Maltravers Road – occurred
between late 1960 and 1961.21 As the advertisements reproduced below show, the either two or three-bedroom flats were
marketed as ‘Own-Your-Own’ and the building’s inclusion of labour-saving mod cons and fashionable built-in components were
highlighted.22 Greenmount Court was upmarket ‘modern’ flat living. The weight attached to low deposits and long terms (interest
free, first three years) may reflect the realities of the ‘credit squeeze’ (minor recession) of the early 1960s.23 Only six of the
sixteen flats were listed as occupied in the 1965 edition of the Sands & McDougall’s Directory of Victoria, another indication of
their slow uptake.24

(Above left and right) Extract from an early promotion for Green Mount Court – the accompanying map (not included here) situates the
subject land incorrectly further west
(Source: Age, 1 July 1961, p37)

Flats were a minority typology in Ivanhoe and surrounding areas during the early 20th century. Pragmatism and economics
played a role in this, with flat investors preferring suburbs with more advanced public transport systems, proximity to the CBD or
bay and favourable building by-laws, such as St Kilda, Elwood, South Yarra, and East Melbourne. It is also likely that the opinion
of Ivanhoe residents stigmatised flat living, associating it with ‘floating’ rental populations and figures outside the bounds of the
traditional nuclear family, in line with the attitudes of much of the middle-class Melbourne. Conversely, from at least the late

20

21
22
23
24

Two main sources confirm the Holgars' design role at the subject place. Mr Steven Barlow, a resident of Green Mount Court, viewed
the original drawings for the place in circa 2007 as part of his personal research and confirmed 'H & H Developments' (likely Holgar
& Holgar) as the project architects (per correspondence, 27 January 2021). Unfortunately, the City of Banyule were unable to source
these plans for this review. Mr Barlow also communicated via letter with Helen Holgar about their architectural work, including Green
Mount Court. Helen did not contradict the Holgars design involvement at the subject building (per correspondence, 24 July 2007).
RBA also contacted relatives of John and Helen Holgar, and one of their sons confirmed he remembered Green Mount Court as one
of his parents' early private projects (per correspondence, 15 October 2020)
An advertisement for bricklayers and ‘good tradesmen’ was listed on 28 October 1960 in the Age (p26) with the first known
promotion of the site recorded on 9 September 1961 in the same paper (p36).
‘Advertisements’, Age, 7 October 1961, p42
‘Life in Lovely Ivanhoe, 96 Maltravers Rd’, Age, 4 November 1961, p43
Sands & McDougall’s Directory of Victoria, 1965, p519. This rose to 9 in the 1970 Sands (p175) and 11 in 1974 (p17).
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1930s, some architect-composed flat ‘mansions’ and walk-up blocks attracted positive attention for their modernity and ready
associations with more urban, cosmopolitan modes of living.25
In postwar Melbourne, the flat development accelerated, peaking in the late 1960s.26 In the suburbs, the majority were low-rise
(two or three storeys) walk-up blocks and built speculatively for renters ‘with little or no involvement with professional
designers’.27 The metropolitan trend was mirrored in the City of Heidelberg, with Commonwealth census records capturing a
steady rise in postwar flat numbers; 151 in 1947, 292 in 1954, 1060 in 1961 and 1561 in 1966. 28 While these numbers pale
compared to the veritable flat booms experienced in prewar flat centres and new centres like Caulfield and Camberwell, it does
chart the arrival of higher-density living in Banyule.
Nonetheless, the design of Green Mount Court stands it apart from much of the period’s relatively low-cost, barracks-like
apartments (derisively labelled ‘six packs’). Such quality and consideration for the daily lifestyle experiences of occupants likely
stems from the skill and architectural training of the Holgars and their presumed familiarity with the culture of European flat living.
Green Mount Court also appear to have been intended for owners, as opposed to tenants, an outcome strengthened by the
then-recent passage of the Transfer of Land (Stratum Estates) Act (1960). Diligently lobbied for by developers and real estate
agents, this legislation enabled people to buy the section of air space occupied by an individual flat. Marking this change was a
change in terminology, with flats increasingly advertised as ‘home units’, as seen in the initial wave of promotion for the subject
place from late 1961. The later introduction of the Strata Titles Act (1967) reinforced the attraction of apartments for owneroccupiers.

Maltravers Rd

Map of Green Mount Court, dated January 1962
(Source: Certificate of Title, vol 8452, folio 683)

25

26
27
28

10

1968 aerial photograph, Green Mount Court is identified by the red arrow
(Source: Landata, Project no 656, Run 18, Frame 196)

Seamus O’Hanlon, Home together, home apart: boarding house, hostel and flat life in Melbourne, c1900-1940, PhD, Department of
History, Monash University, Chapter 7; and O’Hanlon, ‘Flats’, eMelbourne, Historical & Philosophical Studies, The University of
Melbourne, July 2008
O’Hanlon, Home together, home apart, p267
Neil Clerehan in Philip Goad, Melbourne Architecture, The Watermark Press, 1999, p175
Historical data, Australian Bureau of Statistics, available online
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Holgar & Holgar (1957–1990s)
Holgar & Holgar were a husband-and-wife architectural partnership that became publicly prominent – if not always critically
acknowledged – members of Melbourne’s design scene. In recent years, their work has been subject to academic reassessment,
with the Holgars increasingly recognised as practitioners of a distinct and glamorous vein of postwar modernism, reflecting
various international influences and a mounting affluence.29
John Holgar (ne Władysław Aleksander Janusz Holgar-Ptaszyński) (1922-2006) and wife Helen/Helena (1923-2012) were born
in Poland and studied architecture at the Warsaw Polytechnic. Both lived through the German occupation of the Second World
War. Helen was involved with the Polish underground resistance and participated in the Warsaw Uprising (1944), which led to
her internment in a German POW camp. The pair met after the war at the University of Rome while undertaking further
architectural studies. Upon relocating to London, John and Helen married and graduated. In their early thirties, they immigrated
to Melbourne, arriving in 1952 as part of a small but influential stream of displaced émigré architects arriving in Australia from the
late interwar years to practice and propagate a well-resolved understanding of European modernism.30
In Melbourne, work in an array of noted architectural offices followed. The naturalised Holgars submitted a spartan box-like
house design into the highly competitive and well-publicised 1957 ‘Herald Ideal Home’ contest, taking first place.31 The resulting
attention allowed John to set up a private practice that year. Helen joined some eighteen months later. Around 1963, they
rebranded their small office as Holgar & Holgar.32
Their early projects are generally described as rigorous examples of the International Style, although as demonstrated by Green
Mount Court, such an appraisal may be overstated. From the mid-1960s, as signalled by their striking personal residence in
Eaglemont (see Comparative Analysis), the Holgars’ approach shifted decisively. A string of luxurious and eclectic house
followed, predominantly for an affluent immigrant clientele. These high-budget modernist projects continued into the 1970s and
1980s. Across Toorak, Templestowe, Brighton, Caulfield and Beaumaris arose grand – even palatial – Holgar & Holgar-designed
residences, most of which were highly decorative and exuberant for the period, characterised by white-painted concrete screens,
parabolic arches, sweeping curves and opulent interiors. 33
Despite their business success and general acceptance, the work of Holgar & Holgar was sometimes overlooked by the
architectural fraternity, dismissed as too lavish (amongst their peers, the nickname ‘Vulgar & Vulgar’ circulated).34 Yet viewed
retrospectively, the bilingual and well-travelled Holgars are more accurately framed as local agents of alternative variants of
international modernism. They adopted a design mode which drew from popular culture and imagery (the allure of Hollywood
and Beverly Hills) and a diversity of architectural sources uncommon to Australia (‘Tel Aviv, Mexico City or Niemeyer’s Brasilia’35)
to produce singular, memorable visuals and provide scope for high-end living.36

Thematic Context
Context, Banyule Thematic Environmental History, October 2018:
•

Theme 5: Suburban development

See also Allom Lovell & Associates, Banyule Heritage Place Study: An Urban History, vol 1, July 1999:
29

30
31

32
33

34
35
36

Catriona Anderson, ‘Holgar & Holgar’, in Philip Goad and Julie Willis, eds, The Encyclopedia of Australian Architecture, Cambridge
University Press, 2012, p336; and Simon Reeves, ‘Gold-Plated Doors If You Want Them: Holgar & Holgar and the Architecture of
Opulence’, in AnnMarie Brennan and Philip Goad, Proceedings of the Society of Architectural Historians, Australia and New
Zealand: 33, Gold, SAHANZ, 2016, pp568-677
Helen Holgar, One Lady, Many Lives: A Memoir, Temple House, 2005; and Anderson, ‘Holgar & Holgar’, p336
Their winning entry, built as a full-scale prototype at the Exhibition Building, was dismantled and re-built at 780 Centre Road,
Bentleigh East (still extant, recommended for a HO). (‘House: Herald Ideal Home’, in Built Heritage, City of Glen Eira Post-War &
Hidden Gems Heritage Review 2020, Stage Two: Citations, draft, 11 February 2020, citation no. PW11)
Built Heritage Pty Ltd, City of Glen Eira Post-War & Hidden Gems Heritage Review 2020. Stage Two: Citations, City of Glen Eira, 11
August 2020, p123
Distinguished Hoglar & Hoglar designs include Naliandrah at 3 Glendye Court, Toorak (1967); Gelbart House, 5 Heyington Place,
Toorak (1971); 23 Linlithgow Road, Toorak; Kurtz House, 82 Lumeah Road, Caulfield (1972-74) (recommended for a HO); and
Saade House, 344 Beach Road, Black Rock (1975).
Reeves, ‘Gold-Plated Doors If You Want Them’, p575
Philip Goad, Melbourne Architecture, The Watermark Press, 1999, p184
See the discussion of Alice T Friedman’s interpretation (American Glamour and the Evolution of Modern Architecture, 2010) in
Reeves, ‘Gold-Plated Doors If You Want Them’, p575
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6.4 Post-War Residential Development

Comparative Analysis
As far as is known, Holgar & Holgar were only responsible for two designs in the City of Banyule: Green Mount Court and the
Holgar Residence at 6 Eaglemont Crescent, Eaglemont.37 The latter, a two-storey, flat-roofed and white rendered house built in
1965, was their personal long-term residence. It features a multi-geometric form and façade with a curved window wall and a
plush interior but has been partly altered.38 While Holgar & Holgars’ prolific output in Melbourne has not been comprehensively
examined, their oeuvre was chiefly that of the single-family residences. Flats and apartments were less common.39
Generally, blocks of flats are not well represented in the Schedule to the Heritage Overlay for Banyule, despite their increasing
presence within the built history of the municipality from the end of the Interwar period. Only one example of this typology is
individually listed:
•

83-85 The Boulevard, Ivanhoe (HO152) – two-storey Moderne-style walk-up flats of cream and brown brick construction
with a parapeted hipped roof, constructed in 1941. Distinctive curved forms, including steel-framed windows, sweeping front
stairs and brick garden beds, contrasted by a vertical chimney.

While the International Style residence at 93 Banksia Street, Eaglemont (HO144) is described in its Statement of Significance as
a ‘flat’, it is actually a single-family house, albeit with a flat-like quality.
Other examples of the flats in the southern part of the municipality that are not affected by a HO but may have significance
include:
•

Banksia Close, 68 Banksia Street, Heidelberg – two-storey pair of flat-roofed, cream-brick flat blocks facing each other
across an internal driveway and arranged in a ‘cascading’, staggered manner down a sloping site, designed by L V Connell
and constructed in 1961. Graeme Butler identified this site as ‘locally important’ in the Heidelberg Conservation Study, Part
1 (1985).

•

Lorna Court, 61-63 Maltravers Road, Ivanhoe East – pair of detached, largely intact 1950s cream-brick blocks that run
perpendicular to the street, divided by a landscaped internal courtyard. Voluminous and relatively austere with a moderately
stepped profile, hipped/gabled roofs and steel-framed casements. The frontage features a ‘crazy stone’ retaining wall and
defined entryway (stairs, flanking square brick columns, metal letters, letterboxes). Believed to have been constructed as an
investment development by the estate agent, Mansel S Kingsford. He may also be responsible for the adjacent similarly
designed 1960s flats (33 Carmichael Street and 5-7 Hilltop Crescent).40

Intactness
Largely intact

Previous Assessment
•

RBA Architects + Conservation Consultants, Banyule Heritage Study 2020: Stage 1 report, Banyule City Council, August
2020 – High priority, recommended for Stage 2

Heritage Overlay Schedule Controls
External Paint Controls
Internal Alteration Controls
Tree Controls
Outbuildings and/or fences

37
38
39

40
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Yes (brick walls and spandrels)
No
No
No

The large-scale early 1970s, two-storey residence at 30 Dalvey Street, Heidelberg – defined by Neimeyer-influenced curves to the
ground floor – could plausibly be attributed to Holgar & Holgar.
The original enclosed section of the Holgars House’s upper balcony has been removed and a small addition constructed on its
southern elevation.
Another known Holgar & Holgar flat development is Fountain Court, 70 Orrong Crescent, Caulfield North – a three-storey walk-up,
erected in 1967, with an unusual concave plan alongside more standard modernist design elements (plain walls, full-height windows
and an undercroft supported by pilotis). (Built Heritage, City of Glen Eira Post-War & Hidden Gems Heritage Review 2020, Stage
Two: Citations, draft, citation no. PW27)
Mr Steven Barlow, conversation
RBA ARCHITECTS + CONSERVATION CONSULTANTS

Banyule Heritage Study 2020

Citation 1

Extent of Heritage Overlay
The proposed extent of the heritage overlay is outlined approximately below.

Recommended extent of heritage overlay
(Source: Nearmap, September 2020)
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